
                                              FINALLY: How To Use PPT Effectively! 
  
For over 30 years PowerPoint has tormented audiences and torpedoed presenters on a 
consistent basis. No need to dwell on this as you and I have been scarred by numerous 
beatings at the hands of PPT texters who read their text slides aloud. 

                                                                   
  
Making matters worse today are the Ted Talkers and bloggers who evangelically discourage the 
use of PPT altogether unless it shows images and/or exclamatory short phrase/themes on 
screen so that Ted Talkers can elaborate as the visuals are infantile, if not visually appealing. 
Case in point: Tom Peters, Tony Robbins and the list goes on. You enjoy their performances, 
you feel good leaving the room but no specifics are available to you unless you start coughing 
serious dollars to join their inner circles. 
  
Let's set the record straight:                                        
a) Ted Talkers give speeches, tell countless stories yet rarely make technical presentations. 
Therefore, good-looking graphics are their evangelical platform. Note that their PPT slides, if 
any, are rarely requested or viewed by their audiences once posted on their respective 
websites.  
  
b) Real-World Presenters deliver presentations that are transactional in nature, related to work 
and technical in substance. They include financial, actuarial, information technology, medical, 
scientific and process-oriented topics, etc. Ergo, they need visual documentation to confirm their 
claims or contentions or conclusions. Furthermore, Real-World Presenters are often required to 
submit their presentation documentation before as a pre-read or as-a-leave behind instrument. 
Would a Ted Talker's documentation cut the mustard in these situations? No way! 
  
So remember the intelligent way to incorporate PowerPoint.Visuals confirm your 
claims/contentions or conclusions! Their 5 functions are to: 
1. substantiate claims, or   
2. illustrate claims, or    
3. quantify claims, or   
4. specify claims, or  
5. testify in support of claims. 
Most definitely, they are not your speaking notes/talking points! 
  
Here is what you put on visuals: 
-Bar/line graphs, pie charts 
-Pictorial illustrations, videos  
-Numerical quantification 
-Financial tables 
-List of specifics, details, items, action steps  
-Flow charts, diagrams  
-Quotes, testimonials, expert opinions  
-Survey results & findings. 
  
Take this advice and you will speak, present and impress!  www.vallee-presentationcoach.ca 


